Enterprise Application Management Team

May 13, 2015

Attendance: Beth Myrer, Carolyn James, Chuck Colborne, Colby Callahan, David Tobler, Ellen Sweat, Eva Wamsley, Jacob Ellsworth, Linda Makin, Lisa Price, Liz Childs, LuAnn Smith, Lindsay Farnsworth, Margaret Bellon, Ray Walker, Robert Loveridge, Shane Peterson, Trish Howard, Wendy Rosenlof

Conducting: David Tobler

Minutes: Beth Myrer

Discussion regarding a change of fees that occurred from February 23, 2015, to April 15, 2015, affecting Internet Classes

ODS

- Downtime – May 30 – will be migrating ODS to a new machine – will be down most of Saturday, but will be running by Monday, June 1
- No one has been in the old ODS for over two weeks – so Chuck wants to start to decommission it
- There are triggers on the production data base that logs the change for the old ODS for its refresh cycle and then remove them later when the system is quiet

Chance’s access

- Chance has been working on the Multiple PIDMS but will be able to increase that workflow by 40% if he can access more tables

sormaud - Mass entry audit table to store PIDMS and update results for each User ID, date, form that was initiated by a mass entry form.
sgrsatt - Student Attribute Repeating Table
gbuser - Student Institutional Reporting Requirements Table
sorccol - Communication Plan Collector Table
sgradvr - Multiple Advisors Repeating Table
gobsrvr - Survey Response Header Table. This table contains one row for each person who responds to the survey.
sarchkl - Admissions Checklist Repeating Table
zsapps - Online application status.
sabsupl - Application Supplemental Information Base Table
saradap - Admissions Application Repeating Table
sarappd - Student Application Decision Repeating Table
sarrsrc - Source of Application Repeating Table.
srbrclid - Table used to store the internal application ID from the Recruiter system
srbrclid - Table used to store the Recruiter ID
srrehst - Table used to store history of date-based Banner events that are passed to Recruiter.
uv_uvnews - ?

- The data in the new tables is not extremely sensitive and has limited student info
- The necessary access was approved
- This will be part of the role for the position

Banner XE

- Advisor Dashboard, and Faculty Grading are available
- The branding/skinning isn’t done but will begin soon
- Will be limited to on campus usage
- Previously with cloning and upgrades it would break, but that has been addressed
- Looking for feedback from users
- Work on a timeline regarding when new modules will be added
- Ellucian is currently working on HR module, and should be released soon

myuvu

- Ray will take recommendations to EIP regarding the timing
- Discussion regarding single sign-on
- Nathan Gerber will give a presentation at Summer University regarding myuvu
- August – sneak peek for faculty
- Switch to single sign-on October 1
- Decommission UVLink end of fiscal year – June 30
- Will do a redirect when it is decommissioned and change references on the websites
- University Marketing will be putting together a campaign to promote the change

Banner Upgrades

- Next upgrade scheduled for May 23, 2015
- Reviewed Denise’s spreadsheet – there is a link on the Ellucian site for more information
- Need to look at compatibilities that need to be looked at
- Need to work on scheduling for future upgrades
- ODS and EDW upgrades are not on the schedule
- There are some upgrades that are not on the schedule
- Jacob and David will check on Student 8.7.3 upgrade and will follow up

Other

- SIS Plus decommission scheduled for the first June
- Joe is moving to the next level of QAS and sent out a message regarding options to proceed
- Addresses should be spot checked
  o Will handle the proposed option by email
  o Needs to be on the agenda for next month
Assignments:

Dan to work on a timeline regarding when new modules will be added

Need to work on scheduling for future upgrades – keep on agenda

Jacob and David will check on Student 8.7.3 upgrade and will follow up

Needs to be on the agenda for next month